As Received

Readers Take Issue with Wuerl
Defense
Regarding the story we posted here, Novus Ordo Watch has received several emails, which
we are publishing here. We are posting them as we received them and make no claim about
accuracy or inaccuracy. The views expressed therein are those of the people who sent the
emails.
From a reader in Miami, Florida:
Sex education has no place in a Catholic School. The 5.5+ billion people that populate the
world are proof enough that the world needs no education to procreate. These teachers of
sex education are teaching "sex as a recreation". PERIOD. If sex educators told parents
what their purpose was in teaching, no one would allow that to be talked around their
children. These sex educators are at best, blind guides. They have to justify their college
education expense (time and money), that's why they defend themselves as useful and
necessary. They are useless, 5.5+ billion people exist as proof that sex education is useless.
Rat poison is 99% nutritious grain, but it's the 1% of poison that kills. Sex education's
"chastity" portion is the good grain, it's no more than 50% of the content, yet it is 100% of
what sex educators will stress when they discuss their profession. Poison is poison whether
it's 1% or 50%, it'll kill you just the same. By the very fact that the Reader who Countered
Mothers' Watch's Attack on Bishop Wuerl, is a sex educator, she is not a reliable source
for information, her opinions are compromised, by her profession (salary and time
invested).
Why is sex education forced in Catholic schools? In public schools, a parent simply signs a
request form that asks to be "opted out" of sex education. In Catholic schools you are
forced by threat of expulsion! Why is that? Archbishop Favalora of Miami established the
legal precedence by taking a family all the way to the Florida Supreme and throwing them
out of the school.
The same reader then emailed us the following image, a scanned-in page of the newsletter of
Human Life International, edition August of 1998. See for yourself here.
The following email reached us as well:
http://www.post-gazette.com/localnews/20030923gaines0923p2.asp

Check out the above link which proves that Bishop Wuerl knew of a Pastor's sexual
indecent past and still had him in active ministry.
In response to the 7th grade CCD teacher from the Diocese of Pittsburgh, let me just say
that she is deceived by her opinion of Bishop Donald W. Wuerl. Some of the filth and
questionable activity of Wuerl includes but, is not limited to:
1. In last weeks Pittsburgh Catholic, Wuerl was pictured gving the "Master Mason's Secret
Handshake" to another gentleman. Wuerl is a Mason. This in and of itself should explain
his agenda.
2. Bishop Wuerl was caught in an act of indecency. The record was sealed by former
Pennsylvania Governor Robert Casey. Casey was a pro-life governor and a devout Catholic
who did not want to create scandal.
3. Wuerl was rumored to be the gay lover of the late Cardinal Wright. Wuerl was so close to
Wright that he was permitted (unheard of in Vatican history) to accompany Cardinal Wright
into the secret conclave to vote for the Holy Father when John Paul II was elected.
4. Wuerl has a private apartment where he has young seminarians come stay with him on
ocassion.
5. Male prostitutes in the Pittsburgh area have been limosuine driven to Wuerl's private
apartment.
6. Wuerl made an innocent priest his scapegoat when he was named in a lawsuit that
accused him and other priest and seminarians of homosexual activity.
The above is just a sample of Wuerl's satanic past, present and future. Please withhold my
name, as a member of my family have been threatened by Wuerl's aides.
Thank you and God bless you.
And yet another email that was sent to us, from someone in Louisville, TN:
quite frankly bishop wuerl is dead wrong .he is not fullfilling his obligation of teacher using
catholic vision of love .what ever happened to teaching the lives of the saints and martyrs.i
guess chasity and modesty is out of date.the fruits of teaching this slop is the huge numbers
of catholic girls becoming pregant out of wedlock and the appalling numbers of girls
having abortions.i dare say this bishop weurl has blood on his hands if one young lady in
his diocease has an abortion because the children were not properly taught.its all about
fatima.pray your rosary daily......
We welcome your emails.
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